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/******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE ********/

COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR).
SUBJ: IIR FUTURE ATTACHES NAMED IN ARGENTINE ARMY (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED

---

DO I: (U) 930512.
REQS: (U) (b)(3):10 USC 424
SOURCE: (U) DAILY NEWSPAPER, "LA NACION", BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA, 930512 (U), IN SPANISH. MODERATE IN ORIENTATION.
SUMMARY: (U) ARGENTINE ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF HAS ANNOUNCED ATTACHE ASSIGNMENTS THROUGH 1996.

TEXT: (U) ACCORDING TO OPEN SOURCE, THE FOLLOWING ARGARM OFFICERS WILL SERVE AS ARMY ATTACHES TO THE COUNTRIES LISTED DURING THE PERIODS INDICATED.

1994 - 1995

COLONEL GUILLERMO RICARDO ((BRINZONI)) URUGUAY
COLONEL JAIME RICARDO ((CERETTI)) FRANCE
COLONEL ANGEL A. ((VICARIO)) SPAIN
COLONEL JOSE LUIS ((FERNANDEZ)) CHINA
COLONEL HECTOR E. ((SANCHEZ)) BOLIVIA
COLONEL ALFREDO ((NOBERASCO)) U.S. (ASSISTANT ATTACHE)

---
COLONEL RODOLFO A. ((AGUILAR))       PERU
COLONEL JORGE ((MAINOLI)) ISRAEL
1995 - 1996

--------

COLONEL CARLOS ((ALFONSO))       PARAGUAY
COLONEL HUGO JUAN ((MOLINARI)) ECUADOR
COLONEL CARLOS A. ((MINA))        BRAZIL
COLONEL MARIO LUIS ((CASTAGNETO)) GERMANY
COLONEL CARLOS A. ((ALVARADO))    EGYPT
COLONEL OMAR E. ((MARTINEZ))     CHILE
COLONEL OSCAR ((FERRARIO))       COLOMBIA
COLONEL EDUARDO ((DEGANO))       ITALY
COLONEL HECTOR ((GALLARDO))     U.K.
COLONEL ELIBERTO MIGUEL ((GOENAGA)) RUSSIA
COLONEL PEDRO A. ((LOPEZ))       SOUTH KOREA

COMMENTS: 1. FIELD COMMENTS. THE ATTACHE ASSIGNMENTS WERE ANNOUNCED EARLY AS PART OF A NEW MEASURE TO ASSURE SUFFICIENT PREPARATION AND LANGUAGE TRAINING.
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